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The issue for discussion with MPs isn’t
homosexuality; it is marriage. The
proposal to legalise same-sex marriage is
an attack on marriage itself: our ancient,
precious, world-wide cultural heritage.
Calling same-sex relationships “marriage”
amounts to saying that real (male +
female) marriage, through which couples
have built up society over hundreds of
generations, is redundant.
Q: What about the research which says
how successful gay parenting is?
A: A much-cited study claiming the
success of ‘gay-parenting’ has been
debunked.1 The married traditional family
has been shown overwhelmingly to benefit
children in comparison to any other
configuration.
Children need a mother and a father.
Neither mothers nor fathers are
replaceable. Having children and bringing
them up is not about the ‘rights’ of wouldbe parents; it is about parents dedicating
themselves to each other for the sake of
their children.
Q: How will allowing gay people to marry
damage heterosexual marriage?
A: Weakening the status of marriage in
recent decades has already led to fewer
(heterosexual) couples getting married.
Some people now think that marriage is
pointless because state support has been
reduced and divorce made easy. As a
result, more children are born to couples
whose relationship doesn’t have the
lasting personal commitment that marriage
entails.
1 See Loren Marks, Same-sex parenting and children’s
outcomes: A Closer Examination of the American
Psychological Association’s Brief on lesbian and gay
parenting, Social Science Research July 2012 pp.
735-751, available at http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/S0049089X12000580, and Patricia
Morgan, Children as Trophies? (Newcastle: The
Christian Institute, 2002), available at christian.org.uk.

Legalising same-sex marriage will
transform all marriages in the eyes of the
State. The following questions and answers
explain this.
Q: Why does it matter if marriage is
weakened?
A: Firstly because children matter, and
children are the main reason why society
should favour and support marriage.
Secondly, marriage provides security for
husband and wife. Thirdly, weakening
marriage will weaken the family networks
that knit society together and help nurture
the next generation.
Q: Many children now are born and raised
outside marriage – what difference does
marriage make?
A: Children who are born and raised in
marriage do better on average in terms of:
• health
• educational success
• happiness
• careers
• their own marriages
and they are at less risk of serious social
disadvantages like addiction, crime,
poverty, etc.
Children of co-habiting parents don’t fare
so well as when parents are married. There
is an abundance of evidence on this; see
for example Patricia Morgan’s MarriageLite: The Rise of Cohabitation and its
Consequences.2 Single parents often do a
very good job against the odds but where
they are cohabiting with a new partner,
their children can be at risk. Undermining
marriage leads to a poorer, sicker,
unhappier, riskier childhood for many
young people.
2 Patricia Morgan, Marriage-Lite: The Rise of
Cohabitation and its Consequences (London: Institute
for the Study of Civil Society, 2000) and the studies
cited in SPUC’s Position Paper and Background Paper
on Same-Sex Marriage, available at www.spuc.org.uk.

Q: But some married people don’t have
children – some aren’t able to - so children
are not essential to marriage.
A: True, but the primary reason why
society should support marriage is the
possibility of children. Marriage is a sexual
union, i.e. a relationship between people
of the opposite sex who give themselves to
each other sexually. This is the only kind
of relationship that can beget children, and
most married people do have children.
Equally, it is important for society to
recognise and encourage marriage
between a man and a woman before
children are conceived, not least because
marriage makes children in the womb
much safer (babies conceived outside
marriage are 4-5 times more likely to
die by abortion, compared with babies
conceived within marriage). 3
Q: Isn’t marriage recognised by society
because of the stability and happiness
that it generates, whether the couple have
children or not?
A: The stability and happiness are good
things, but the reason why marriage
has been given privileged status is the
possibility of children for most married
couples. Other relationships between two
people are not given the same status as
marriage in the eyes of the State, because
there is no sanction for children to be
conceived in these relationships – e.g.
a mother and son sharing a home for
stability and happiness.

3 Office for National Statistics, Conception statistics,

England and Wales, 2008, table 3 and table 4 (23
November 2010), at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/
vsob1/conception-statistics--england-and-wales/2008/
index.html

Q: Many married couples find they can’t
have children. If male/female couples who
are infertile are allowed to marry, why
deny marriage to same-sex couples?
A: The difference with same-sex couples is
that people of the same sex are unable to
unite in the way that would allow them to
conceive if they were fertile. Opposite-sex
couples are able to unite together sexually
by an act which is oriented to conception
even if conception will not occur, (for
example in a couple where the wife is past
child bearing).
A couple going through the motions of
a marriage when this kind of uniting is
impossible is asking for something to be
called something which it isn’t.
Q: Does this mean that legalised same-sex
marriage will change all marriage?
A: Yes. The Government has announced
that it plans to delete the age-old
requirement that a marriage must be
consummated. The government has
realised that the law does not recognise a
marriage until it is consummated, making
it impossible for the law, as it stands, to
accommodate same-sex couples.
Legalising marriage for same-sex couples
is not a question of allowing these couples
access to marriage as it is now. Marriage
for everyone has to be changed to enable
same-sex couples to be called “married”.
Q: Marriage provides security and stability
for the couple themselves – isn’t it wrong
to deny these benefits to loving same-sex
couples?
A: Marriage itself is not something owned
by the State. It is a vow made by the
husband and wife to each other. Each
takes a vow for the sake of their wife or

husband and for the sake of the children
they may have together. When the State
recognises these vows by treating married
couples in a special way, it is recognising
that they bring benefits to the couple, to
their children and to future generations.
The point is not to reward people simply
for taking out a joint mortgage and having
a sexual relationship.
Q: Why not allow Civil Partnerships to be
re-designated as marriage?
A: Many people see Civil Partnerships as
a concession that provides security and
stability to same-sex couples; indeed, all
the remaining legal and financial benefits
that apply to a husband and wife now
apply to civil partners. However, because
Civil Partnerships exclude non-sexual
relationships (like two brothers sharing
a flat), the partners are legally presumed
to have sexual relations. 4 More and
more people now recognise that Civil
Partnerships were introduced, at least
partly, as a ploy to undermine traditional
marriage by saying in effect: “same-sex
marriage is just civil partnership by another
name.”

4 Jacqueline Humphreys, The Civil Partnership Act
2004, Same-Sex Marriage and the Church of England,
Ecclesiastical Law Journal January 2006, available at
http://www.sarmiento.plus.com/cofe/humphreys.html

Q: Will changing the law on marriage
affect schools?
A: Schools will no longer be able to be
teach to children that marriage is a union
between a man and a woman for life.
Moreover, in the view of Dr Lisa Nolland,
“if gay ‘marriage’ becomes legal we will
get far more [graphic pro-gay-sex material]
directly pumped into schools. This has
already happened in Massachusetts,
which legalized gay ‘marriage’ in
2004... Legalising gay ‘marriage’ will
make mandatory the teaching about gay
relationships and gay sex.” 5
Furthermore, there is a serious possibility
that a teacher (or anyone else) could face
legal action for hate speech discrimination
if they express their belief that marriage
should only be between a man and a
woman. Already one MP, a member
of the ruling Coalition, has written to a
constituent (20/04/12) telling him that:
“I do not think that a teacher should be
allowed to teach that same-sex marriage is
wrong just as they would not be allowed to
teach that homosexuality is wrong.”

5 http://spuc-director.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/
read-this-letter-on-how-our-homosexual.html
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